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As marketers, we’re all in this 
together. The business of 
identifying, serving and solving 
consumer needs. Faced with 
increasing demand and higher 
expectations, we need to help 
consumers find what matters 
to them at any given moment.

When you understand how your customers are searching, 
and what they’re searching for, you gain a greater 
understanding of what matters to them.

Every week, we’re analysing search data from Google Trends 
to help you better understand what’s on your customers’ 
minds. Find out how people are solving their immediate 
needs, adapting to new day-to-day realities and discover new 
trends in behaviour. 

Explore further on Google Trends to discover what the world is searching for.

Overview

https://trends.google.com/trends/story/US_cu_4Rjdh3ABAABMHM_en


Core Themes 

New Trends In BehaviourImmediate Needs

How consumers are solving for 
their immediate and most basic 

needs during the coronavirus 
pandemic.

New Day-To-Day Realities

How consumers are adjusting to life 
as the coronavirus pandemic puts 

restrictions on society and impacts 
everyday life.

Entirely new, or previously very 
rare, consumer behaviours 
emerging as a result of the 

coronavirus pandemic.

Please note, these themes are fluid and will continue to evolve each week.

Skip to a relevant section by clicking one of the icons below.



Immediate Needs
How consumers are solving for their immediate and most basic 
needs during the coronavirus pandemic.



2. As 'e-Learning' continues to proliferate, consumers are 
looking for new platforms and resources to help them adapt to 
online learning 

‘distansutbildning’ search term

distansutbildning

Google Search interest for ‘distansutbildning’ (‘distance learning’) in Sweden
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=SE&q=distansutbildning


New Day-To-Day Realities
How consumers are adjusting to life as the coronavirus pandemic 
puts restrictions on society and impacts everyday life.



‘with friends’  search term

with friends

1. Consumers bonded with their families and looked to 
create new social connections 

Google Search interest for ‘with friends’ in Norway
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=NO&q=%22with%20friends%22


‘with friends’  search term

with friends

1. Consumers bonded with their families and looked to 
create new social connections 

Google Search interest for ‘with friends’ in Belgium
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=NO&q=%22with%20friends%22
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=BE&q=%22with%20friends%22
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=NO&q=%22with%20friends%22


‘hengekoye’  search term

hengekoye

2. Each week, consumers have become more self-reliant 
and their at-home needs around self care, beauty and home 
decor continue to centre around DIY

Google Search interest for ‘hengekoye’ (‘hammock’) in Norway
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=NO&q=%22with%20friends%22
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2019-01-01%202020-04-20&geo=NO&q=%22hengek%C3%B8ye%22


‘varaava takka’  search term

varaava takka

2. Each week, consumers have become more self-reliant 
and their at-home needs around self care, beauty and home 
decor continue to centre around DIY

Google Search interest for ‘varaava takka’ (‘storage fireplace’) in Finland
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=NO&q=%22with%20friends%22
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=FI&q=%22varaava%20takka%22


Emerging Behaviours
Entirely new, or previously very rare, consumer behaviours 
emerging as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.



‘games free’ search term

games free

Google Search interest for ‘games free’ in Sweden
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1. As more consumers go online to work, play & learn, their 
demand for free apps and services continue to increase

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=SE&q=%22games%20free%22
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=1142&q=free


‘vakantiehuis’ search topic

vakantiehuis

2. Consumers around the world are starting to think about 
future travel plans, especially summer vacations ideas close 
to home

Google Search interest for ‘vakantiehuis’ (‘holiday home’) in Belgium
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=67&date=today%203-m&q=holidays%202021
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=BE&q=%22vakantiehuis%22


‘hyra stuga’ search topic

hyra stuga

2. Consumers around the world are starting to think about 
future travel plans, especially summer vacations ideas close 
to home

Google Search interest for ‘hyra stuga’ (‘rent a cabin’) in Sweden
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https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=67&date=today%203-m&q=holidays%202021
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%201-m&geo=SE&q=%22hyra%20stuga%22

